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MPUTER SIMULATION OF ELECTRON AVALANCHES IN A
ECHAMBERS

1. Introduction

Received 14 March 1990

A three-dimensional computer simulation of electron avalanches in wire chambers was carried out. Coulomb interactions due to
the space charge of the avalanches were taken into consideration . Two gases, Ar/CH,, (90/10) and Ar/CH4 (50/50), have been
investigated, and studies on the influence of space charges on the avalanche development were 2erformed . Also a brief comparison of
two anode e ameters, 20 pm and 50 pm, respectively, is presented. A clear radial structure of the gas amplification process is
observed . The main amplification takes place within -100 Wm from the anode, but several partial avalanches can belong to the same
primary electron . The arrival times of partial avalanches originating from the same initial electron can deviate by several ns and
spatial distances of several hundred pm along the anode have been observed between the partial avalanches. Their FWHM in
azimuthal spread is of the order of 45°, the FWHM along the anode wire amounts to - 25 pm, although the two gas mixtures
behave differently . The simulation of space charges in the vicinity of the anode wire supports the assumption that electron-ion
recombination and photon emission and absorption are of major importance for shielding effects . The obtained results are in g
agreement with earlier simulations and experimental investigations.

One of the least understood physical processes in
wire chambers is the gas amplification. The microscopic
dimensions as well as the fast development of the elec-
tron avalanches around the anode wires prevent mea-
surements of the detailed structure of the charge multi-
plication process. Nevertheless some important insights
into the global properties have been gained throughout
the last decades . In 1955, Raether [1] used cloud cham-
bers to take photographs of streamer discharges.
Meanwhile, several experiments have been carried out
to determine the longitudinal and azimuthal profile of
electron avalanches in proportional chambers (see e.g.
refs. [2-6]). They made use of the onset of shielding
effects in the amplification of electrons from primary
tracks inclined against the anode wire (Schultz, Kröger)
and the induced current in strip cathodes surrounding
the anode wire (Fischer et al.), respectively. In argon-
propane 95-5%, operating with a gas gain of 5 x 104,
Kr6ger found a full width of the avalanche along the
anode of - 50 pm, the wire having a diameter of 50
pm. Using a somewhat higher gas gain, Schultz found a
full width of 65 pan . For the azimuthal spread Fischer et
al . found a full width at half maximum (FWHM) value
of (SO f 10)° for a gas gain of 104 in argon-methane
90-109 with an anode diameter of 25.4 pm. Actually
they present data from a whole range of amplification
factors and gas mixtures but these will not be discussed
in this work . All experiments used particle beams which
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led to a significant number of primary electrons . Thus
the properties of avalanches deriving from single
primary electrons had to be estimated from the global
measurements.

Due to the experimental difficulties, semitheoretical
approaches and computer simulations early found at-
tention . Several parametrizations of experimental data
on the first Townsend coefficient a/p (p is the pres-
sure) and the gas amplification factor M have been
suggested since the 1940's as functions of the chosen gas
and the reduced electric field E/p [7-13] . Yet aconclu-
sive physical derivation of the formulas could not be
demonstrated.

On the other hand, early Monte Carlo simulations of
electron avalanches in homogeneous electric fields
showed that the first Townsend coefficient usually will
not attend its egvtilibrium value if there is a significant
gradient of the field . Folkard and Haydon [14] found

that in homogeneous fields particles have to pass
through a potential difference of about 70 V to reach
the final value of a in hydrogen . Experimental checks
confirmed this result. Thomas and Thomas [15] demon-
strated that the mean energy of an electron ensemble is

is not reached before the particles have passed a poten-
tial difference of &V;-> R/e. They showed that the

ergodic hypothesis is in general not applicable to elec-

tron avalanches . Sato and Tagashira [16] simulated elec-

trons in nitrogen which were exposed to a gradient of

the electric field of 106 V/cm2 . Although they did not

observe significant deviations of i or the drift velocity
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ches in homogeneous electric fields at the end

e sixties [15]. They traced each single electron
1 its collisions until it reached the anode .

nd electrons created by ionization were recorded
together with the coordinates of their production and
velocity. Like the initial electron they were followed
successively until all the particles had been collected at
e anode plane.

	

e same technique was used by
several other investigations (e.g . refs. [14,17,18]) which
excellently reproduced macroscopic parameters of elec-
tron motion in gases, as e.g. the drift velocity and the
f us on coefficients .
Investigations of nonho ogeneeus electric fields

were carried out by Sato and Tagashira [16], Kunhardt
d Teeng [19], and

	

atoba et al . [20] . Kunhardt and
Tzeng for the first time incorporated the Coulomb
interaction of the charges inside an avalanche exposed
to a homogeneous outer electric field . This was possible

use they traced the electrons parallel in time.
atoba et al. were the first to perform a three-dimen

sional

	

onte Carlo simulation in cylindrical geometry
but moved the electrons one after the other each through
its whole path . Thus Coulomb interactions between
charged particles, i.e. shielding effects, could not be

en into consideration .
In

	

is work we present further results from a com-
puter simulation of electron avalanches in argon-
methane filled wire chambers which for the first time
include the outer cylindrical field geometry as well as

.e Coulomb interaction between the charges inside the
avalanches. Our investigation aimed at the time and
spatial structure of electron avalanches and the in
fluence of shielding pr

	

on their development . For
e first time, results are based on a statistically signifi-

carat number of avalanches .
First results and some outlines of the computer

r

	

LAVA have

	

n published elsewhere [21,22] .
discussion of ELAVA and its development

found in ref. [23] .
detail

can

their equilibrium values, a deviated up to
rs in magnitude from its equilibrium value
en

	

us field .
is favour onte Carlo techniques, i .e .

.e particles on microscopic scale, for the
of electron avalanches in wire chambers .

omas carried out an early investigation

ectron avalanches were simulated in a mixedmolecular dynamics and onte Carlo technique. The
electrons were traced in six-dimensional phase space
and assumed to be subject to the cylindrically symmet-
ric field of the anode-cathode configuration as well as
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the Coulomb interaction with the ionic and electronic
charges inside the avalanche. A fast and precise al-
gorithm, the so-called leap-frog algorithm (compare e.g.
ref. [24]), was used to move the particles . Collisions with
gas molecules were simulated on the basis of momen-
tum-transfer cross sections which were extracted from
literature . Elastic, excitation, and ionization cross sec-
tions were compiled for argon [25-29] and methane
[30-36] . Energy but not momentum was conserved in
the collisions. Gas molecules and ions were assumed to
be of infinite mass and fixed in space. This reflects the
much lower mobility of ions as compared to electrons.
The motion of ions takes place in the ns to ps region
while the electrons move on the ps scale. Scattering was
assumed to be isotropic. No secondary processes as
electron-ion recombination and photon emission or
absorption were taken into account for this simulation.

The incorporation of shielding effects, i .e . effects due
to the Coulomb interaction between avalanche particles,
made it necessary to move all electrons parallel in time.
To achieve this, a mean time of free flight was calcu-
lated from the mean energy per electron of the ensem-
ble and the two sets of cross sections. Occurrences of
scatterings then were calculated with the help of a null
collision technique (compare e.g . refs . [37-39]). Thus,
the energy spectrum of the electrons and the energy
dependence of the collision cross sections were taken
into account at any given time.

The large number of charged particles in the
avalanches - up to 105 in our simulation - prevented a
direct calculation of the Coulomb interaction. Inspired
by works of Kunhardt and Tzeng [19] and by methods
known from plasma physics [24] a technique was devel-
oped which approximated the distribution of charges
with the help of a three-dimensional mathematical
lattice. A summary of the technique can be found in ref.
[22], while a fully detailed description is included in ref.
[23] . Therefore only an outline will be given here
According to a weighting algorithm, the charges of
electrons and ions are spread on the mathematical lattice
which extends in r (radial), -0 (azimuthal), and a (along
the anode) direction. Coulomb interaction of charges at
the lattice points is then calculated with the help of
tabulated distances between the points . This procedure
drastically increases the speed of the calculation. The
field strength at the position of the electrons is inter-
polated from t°~e lattice according to the inverse weight-
ing algorithm used for the spreading of the charges. To
further increase the speed of computation two separate
lattices were used. One for charges in motion (free
electrons) and one for charges fixed in space (ions and
captured electrons), which were superposed for the
calculation of the electric field . The lattice of free elec-
tron charges was updated when the total number of
electrons had changed by 3%. This corresponds to a
time span of about 2 ps .



Table 1
Parameter sets for chamber definition

The chamber properties were determined by anode
radius, cathode radius, anode voltage, temperature,
pressure, and gas mixture. But only the gas mixture, the
anode voltage, and the anode radius were varied in this
investigation. The different parameter sets are listed in
table l.

z / intrinsic units
800-10-12

200-10-12

-400-10-12

-1 .0-10-9
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use of the computer time consumption (up to 75
min of IBM-3084 equivalent cpu time per avalanche)
the investigation had to focus on a few topics of

	

'or
interest. We concentrated on the spatial dimensions of
the avalanches in two argon-methane 10
andAr-CH4 50-50%, and on the influence of shi
effects on the gas amplification . A less detailed investi-
gation was carried out for Ar/CH4 90/10 with an
anode radius of 25 pm (compare table 1).

Unshielded avalanches were simulated with all three
parameter sets, but statistically significant amounts of
data were accumulated only with sets 1 and 2. The
single primary electrons were released at 1

	

lsm from
the anode wire . Results were extracted from

	

bless
of 100 avalanches for each gas mixture and pre-estab-
lished space charge . Figs. 1 and 2 show typical
avalanches in Ar/CIi4 90/10 and Ar/C1í4 50/50,

-1 .6-10-9
-800-10-112 1.0-10-9

3. ts

2.8-10-° 4.6-10-® 6.4-10-®
x / intrinsic units

Fig. l. Complete avalanche of a single primary electron in Ar/CH4 90/10.

2.8- 10 -g

	

4.6-10-9	6 .4-10-9
x / intrinsic units

Fig. 2. Complete avalanche of a single primary electron in Ar/CH4 50/50.
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Parameter set: no. l no. 2 no. 3

Anode radius ra [wm] 10 10 25
Cathode radius r, [mm] 5 5 5
Anode voltage U, [d] 1300 1500 1
Gas: argon [%] 90 50 90

methane [9b] 10 50 10
Temperature T [K] 300 300 300
Pressure p[hPa] 1013 1013 1013
Mean gas gain ==10 -10000 =10
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Fig. 3. Histograms of

	

HMof a distribution in Ar/CHs 90/10 and Ar/CH4 50/50, respectively.

tively (to save computer time some special intrin-
sic units have

	

n u

	

for the ordinates which are
of no importance here).

	

e plots present a superposi-
tion of recordings of electron positions in the avalanche

en every few ps.

	

e path of the initial and the first
n

	

electron in fig. 1 is indicated by the solid
es. Only a few percent of the scatterings have been

recorded in these plots.

	

e different behaviour of the
two gases is obvious. In Ar/C 4 90/10 the electron's
pa

	

is curled, first io '

	

tions occur at several hundred
from

	

anode. Several partial avalanches lead to a

0.0
0.0 25 .0

spread in z up to some hundred ILm along the anode
wire and to differences in the arrival times between the
partial avalanches in the order of ns. In Ar/CH4 50/50
the electron's path is much straighter, ic:nizations occur
only inside a radius of roughly 100 Fm from the anode,
and no clearly distinguished partial avalanches are ob-
served. The difference between the gas mixtures can
also be seen from figs. 3 and 4 where the FWH of the
z and azimuthal spread of partial avalanches are com-
pared for the two gases, respectively. These results were
obtained by releasing single electrons at a distance of

50.0 75.0 100.0
FWHM fp / deg.

Fig. 4. Histograms of

	

Mof azimuthal distribution in Ar/CH4 90/10 and Ar/CH4 50/50, respectively .



Gas amplification M

125.0
r / IAm

Fig. 5. Correlation of radius of first ionization, r, and gas amplification M in Ar/CH4 90/10 and Ar/CH4 50/50, respectively.

125 pm from the anode and adjusting the gas ampli-
fication to a mean value of approximately 104 in both
cases. In z as well as in the azimuthal spread Ar/CH4
90/10 shows a larger mean value and bigger fluctua-
tions in the FWHM distribution : - 25 pm versus - 20
pm, and - 47 ° versus -40 °, respectively . The radial
structure of the partial avalanches shows no significant
difference, as indicated by fig. 5. Here the gas amplifi-
cation in the partial avalanches is plotted versus the
radius r of the production of the first secondary elec-

Gas amplification M
25.0-103

20.0-103

15.0-103

10.0 . 103

5000.0
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0.0 25.0 50.0

0.0
0.0 25.0 50.0

75.0 100.0

tron. Nevertheless, the completion of a partial avalanche
in Ar/CH4 90/10 takes =1100 ps compared to - 800
ps in Ar/CH4 50/50. This difference is mainly due to
the different drift velocity in the two gases since the
main amplification process, which takes place close to
the wire (a few pm), lasts approximately the same 400
to 600 ps in both gases.

The simulation of shielding effects due to the spatial
and time overlap of two partial avalanches made use of
the mathematical lattices which had been invented for
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o : shielded ; factor : 10 .
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Fig. 6. Correlation of radius of first ionization, r, and gas amplification M in Ar/CH4 90/10 without shielding and with shielding

factor 10.
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z / intrinsic units
800-10-12

550-10-12

300-10-12

50.-10-12

-200-10-12
-300-1o-12 75 . - Jo-12

the calculation of the Coulomb interaction. The final
condition of the fixed charges' lattice (ions and elec-
trons on the wire) of a typical partial avalanche (gas
gain 11500) was taken as initial condition of the lattice
for the simulation of follow-on avalanches (shielded
partial avalanches) . This assumption of course oversim-
plifies the processes in the vicinity of the anode wire .
But since the mobility of the ions is much smaller than
that of the electrons, and in real chambers large num-
bers of partial avalanches develop in just a few ns with
high spatial density, the method should give at least an

Number of e-
800.0

600.0

400.0

200.0
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50Am

anode
Ar/CH4 90/10
Anode radius : 25um ;

450-10 -12 825-10-12 1 .2-10-9
x / intrinsic units

Fig. 7. Partial avalanche in Ar/CH4 90/10, anode radius 25 pm .

0.0
0.0 600.0

impression of the effects of shielding due to space
charges around the sense wire .

An ensemble of 100 shielded partial avalanches was
simulated, but no significant difference in any of the
recorded parameters such as z- and ~S-distribution, gas
gain, and radial structure was observed. The investiga-
tion was repeated with the initial lattice charges en-
larged by a factor of 10, but again no significant change
in z, 4, and gas gain was observed. Yet, the radial
structure of the avalanches showed some new proper-
ties . While the correlation between gas gain and radius

Ar/CH4 90/10
Anode radius : 251tm
Gas gain: 9700

in motion

1200.0 1800.0 2400.0
t / psec

Fig . 8 . Time development of a partial avalanche in Ar/CH4 90/10, anode radius 25 pm .



of first ionization was not affected, compare in fig. 6,
the centre of charge of the electron lattice moved farther
away from the anode surface . This effect was further
emphasized, when the scaling factor was increased to
20, 50, and 100 . The space charge then led to radial
oscillations of the electrons in a region between 2 jLm
and 5 Rm over the anode surface . This oscillation is due
to the strong electric field between the electron charges
on the anode surface and the ion charges in space
combined with the electric field of the wire. The as-
sumption of the electrons still being fixed on the wire
surface is crude but necessary as long as the ions are
regarded as fixed in space.

Only few electrons pass the area of low electric field
between the wire and the bulk of the positive ion
charges. Thus the time needed for the development of
the avalanche is increased significantly . Although the
physical model included in ELAVA certainly is over-
stressed under these conditions, the simulations indicate
that the process of shielding is more complicated than a
mere decrease of the gas amplification due to a weaker
electric field in the vicinity of the anode. At high charge
densities, recombination of electrons and atoms/ions
and photon emission and absorption become of greater
importance . These effects have not been incorporated in
ELAVA.

To investigate the influence of the sense wire's diame-
ter on the avalanche development, a few avalanches
were simulated with parameter set 3 . Figs . 7 and 8 show
the spatial and time development of a typical partial
avalanche, respectively. In fig . 8 the solid line gives the
number of electrons drifting to the anode as a function
of time t. The dotted line represents the number of
electrons captured by the anode wire in each interval of
5 ps around t as a function of t. As expected from the
geometry of the electric field the amplification region
reaches farther out from the anode, the angular spread
is smaller than and the z spread identical to the simula-
tions with set 1 . This behaviour is expected under the
assumption that the spatial (and tinge) dimensions of
the avalanches are determined solely by diffusion . This
assumption is supported by our studies of shielding
effects, presented above, since no deviations in the
space and time development could be observed between
shielded and unsluelded avalanches. As expected,
fluctuations in the gas gain were bigger than with
parameter set 1 . Due to the smaller gradient of the
electric field the onset of ionization is smeared out over
a wider radial range .

4 . Discussion

The results of our investigation are in good agree-
ment with the earlier computer simulation of Matoba et
al . [20] and experiments of refs. [2,3,6]. For the compari-
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son of the two simulations it has to be taken into
account that different gases, anode voltages, and anode
diameters were used. Matoba et al. do not present the
statistics on which they based their analysis. They give a
FWHM of the avalanche's angular spread of 30-40°
for an anode diameter of 25 wm (cathode radius 5 mm)
in pure argon and in argon with admixtures of C02.
This is in reasonable agreement with the mean FWHM
of the azimuthal spread of = 40 ° and "- 47° whir' ;
found in Ar/CH4 50/50 and 90/10, respectively. Our
investigation supports their interpretation of the devia-
tion of a factor of two to experimental data (from ref.
[6]) given by Matoba et al . Studies on full avalanches,
which were initiated by electrons released 1000 pm
from the anode, revealed fluctuations of the order i 20°
in the centre of charge between partial avalanches.
Taking into consideration the large number of primary
electrons in experimental investigations, a measured
FWHM in the azimuthal spread is expected to be some
20 to 40 ° bigger than for partial avalanches . Therefore
our results are in good agreement with the angular
spread of some 80 ° given by Fischer et al. [6] .

Since Matoba et al . present only data obtained with
electrons released 100 j,m from the anode, no hints on
the particular radial and time structure of full avalanches
can be found in their work. Therefore their results have
to be compared to the partial avalanches of this investi-
gation .

The occurrence of several partial avalanches initiated
by a single primary electron and its consequences for
the interpretation of chamber data was first pointed out
in an earlier work of the authors [22] . The comparison
of Ar/CH4 90/10 and 50/50 proves that the particular
structure of the avalanches strongly depends on the
chosen gas. It would be interesting to discuss dif-
ferences between the operational properties of gases on
this level.

Fig. 7 of the work of Matoba et al. suggests a value
comparable to the mean FWHM of = 20 jLm and - 25
tLm for the z spread which we found in Ar/CH4 50/50
and 90/10, respectively . Kr6ger [3] and Schultz [2]
derived full widths in z of 50 jim at a gas gain of
5.1 X 104, and 65 ILm at a higher gain, respectively. As a
criterion for the avalanche extension they used the onset
of shielding effects. In fact, this method is not applica-
ble to study the size of avalanches but only the critical
charge density; since it cannot resolve whether the
charges originate from a single primary electron or a
whole bunch . Nevertheless, the charge densities present
a limit for the onset of shielding effects . A number of
5 x 104 electrons per 50 Itm matches roughly with the
factor-10 shielding investigated in this work . It was
already stated above that the physical model imple-
mented in ELAVA reaches its limits at this value of the
space charge, since recombination and photon emis-
sion/absorption are no longer negligible . The assump-



tion of a fundamental change in the gas amplification
process at charge densities off = 5 x 104 is therefore
supported by this work .

s mentioned above, results from the simulation of
avalanches with an enlarged anode diameter fit into this
picture of the gas amplification process and agree with
usual expectations .

It should be emphasized that uncertainties and over-
simplifications in the description of the scattering
processes naturally influence the results of this investi-
gation . Dimensions and features of avalanches pre-
sented in this work therefore should be understood as
qualitative, but not as precise calculations. A more
detailed discussion of this problem can be found in ref.
[23] .

5. Summarv and conclusion

Results from a computer simulation of electron
avalanches in Ar/CH4 90/10 and Ar/CH4 50/50 have
been presented, respectively. A clear radial structure
was found in the gas amplification process, which de-
pends on the gas mixture and the anode diameter. The

M in a and the azimuthal spread of partial
avalanches are of the order of 25 pin and 45", respec-
tively, which is in good agreement with earlier simula
tions and experimental studies. The investigation of
shielding effects led to the conclusion that a model of
the involved processes has to incorporate electron-ion
recombination as well as photon emission and absorp-
tion by the chamber gas .
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